In the paper the utilisation of legal expert systems for
simulation is presented. Law in a general form prescribes the frame of possible behaviour of players in the domain regulated by it. A law can be considered as a set of rules forming a knowledge base and problems arising in the domain of its application should be answered based on it. In the last six years we developed a method to transform rules of law as it is published in statute-books into working expert systems. On the other hand simulation is the use of models to predict behaviour of existing or planned real system. If we consider the law as a model of the reality it is regulating, the corresponding expert system could be considered as the implemented version of this model on computers. Now by the use of these expert systems we can perform simulation.
This simulation means the examination of the possible behaviour of the players which in some cases can be quantified by the use of statistical data. The method presented is particularly useful when one is framing new laws and wants to see the possible effects of the different proposed versions. Our method is mainly applicable for tax law, social security law, Finances Act or similar laws.
INTRODUCTION
The political, social and economic changes in the last years in Eastern-Europe and particularly in Hungary showed the necessity of framing dozens of new laws in a very short period.
One of the basic social problems in these countries is the internal uncertainty the participants of social and economical life feel due to the lack of clear regulations.
Actually Legal expert systems of special types could provide such frames or tools.
EXPERT SYSTEMS
We assume that the readers are already familiar with the main concepts of expert systems. A possible definition of expert systems is: An expert yystem is an intelligent system that is able to use expert knowledge, stored in the form of inference procedures to resolve complex problems. The goal of the designer of an expert system is to somehow capture the knowledge of a human expert relative to some specific domain and code this in a computer in such a way that the knowledge of the expert is available to a less experienced user. Definition from Sage (1991 (1988) . In the Anglo-Saxon common law the doctrine of precedent is accepted in which similar cases are to be decided similarly. This could be a good basis for researches on reasoning by analogy or case based reasoning. In other countries like Germany or Hungary the low is mainly codified which could be a good basis for researches on rule based reasoning.
The opinion of specialists is very different about the possible use of legal expert systems. It ranges from the total rejection by Leith (1986) to the optimistic view that these systems could be solutions in some extent to the the legal system crisis. See in Berman and Hafner (1989) . Meantime, several legat expert systems were constructed and used. The goal of these expert systems was to replace in some cases the human experts (lawyers) to solve legal problems as it is mentioned in Waterman, Paul and Peterson(1986) , Berman and Hafner (1989), Ilissland (1988) .
In the present paper we deal with legal expert systems of so calted codified knowledge. We catt codified knowledge the content of some codified law. We are interested in this kind of knowledge because Hungarian jurisdiction, contrary to the Anglo-Saxon system, is not precedent based one as it was mentioned above.
As a consequence our legal expert systems contradict a little bit to the definition given before because their knowledge base contains not the know~edge of a group of experts but the formalised version of the law as it is published in the Official Gazette. (However we can say that this is the knowledge of the legislators but it is not fully true).
Use of Expert Systems in Legislation
The society can be controlled either by force or by laws. In this second latter case the responsibility of the legislator is high, errors could cause serious troubles in the economic or social life. In spite of this high responsibility legislators actually practicality have no adequate methods and tools to model, investigate and predict the effect of their decisions. We think that legal expert systems coutd be such an adequate tools in a lot of cases. The use of a legal expert system should start at the moment of the birth of a law, that is when the first versions are worked out by the specialists. According to our experience, too the basic problem is, that the underlaying notions are not clearly defined making possible different interpretations.
As a first result of using expert system based tool to develop the very first version of a proposed law is that most of ill defined notions are revealed.
In the second phase due to the used expert system technology the legislator can make the system work and check if it fulfils the planed requirements. The legislator can systematically check the different possible consequences, that is helshe can vatidate the system. The third phase is the debate about the proposition.
In our work we were interested in the legislation of the Parliament. where during the discussion of a proposed law hundreds of modifications were made or proposed. By the use of an adequate expert system based tool it is possible to follow and manage the modifications and check the effect of a proposition. The next phase is the approval and publication of the law. From that moment the expert system can be used by the players of the touched domain for consulting in a general sense.
For example in the case of the social security law the corresponding expert system is able from one side to calculate the social security contributions and allowances. (For e.g. in the social insurance institute it can be used to check the correctness of pay in and paying out). On the other hand the same expert system can be used to get information with explanation about the allowances in given particular cases. (For e.g. in the payoff ice).
In the first case an important advantage of the expert system is that in the sociat insurance institute the programmers have to convert the law as it appeared in the Officiat Gazette into executable algorithms, white the expert system itself is an already executable program. The efficiency is not a real question because it is the interactive use and the explanation facility, which in this case could be omitted, that. makes the expert system implementation slow As a matter of fact when the new social security law was accepted on the initiative of the sociat insurance institute we were asked to make a proposal for such an expert system but due to the short dead-line and the limited number of experienced staff available it was finally rejected.
ActualIy we are working with a team of the Ministry of Environment and Regional Planning on a new Regional Development law which will be submitted to the Parliament in October this year. This is only the first and general part of the law which wilt be discussed, the relevant enacting clauses will be worked out later. This is the first case, that we are involved in the preparation of a law from the first phase and when we can try the possibilities of our method from the planing to the execution of a law.
In the last three years we made several demo versions of expert systems dealing with different laws like the gambling law, concession law, family doctors act etc. The first two was a complete system and the lesson we learn from these experiences is that the demo version differs from the final one only in the number of rules. The hierarchy of notions and all the notions themselves should be already present in the demo version too.
LEGAL EXPERT SYSTEMS AS SIMULATION TOOLS
When speaking about legal expert systems as simulation tools we can consider two different aspects.
In the first case we look at the expert system (the knowledge base of the expert system) as a model of the codified law (in our cases).
In the second case we consider the given law as one of the controlling subsystems of a larger system called society.
As an expert system is also a running program, this expert system can be considered as a computerized and executable model of the law under consideration.
Simulation is the use of models for given purposes, mainly for validation and prediction. For what purposes the introduced legal expert system could be used as simulation model?
Validation and Prediction
Taking the first approach the expert system could be used for the validation the proposed law. Under validation we mean the activity of checking if the law works such a way as we planed it to work. Asking a question the answer given based on the law is that what we expected ? (We already verified the expert system, that is it correctly models the law.) In this case the purpose of the simulation (playing with a computerized model) is the validation of the law. In the case of unacceptable answer we can modify the law ( and the knowledge base) and continue the investigation. The second case is more complicated. There we want to seethe effect the law has on the behaviour of the players of the regulated domain or in general the possible effects of the law under consideration. The purpose of the simulation is now the prediction. In this case we need statistical data about the regulated "items" for the simulation purposes. For example if we take the section of the social security law dealing with lawyers (the most complicated section of the law) then we can calculate the allowances of the lawyers in different cases. Having appropriate statistics about the same lawyers we can predict the expected expenses of the social security institute due to lawyers within a given period.
We can ]make such calculations for the other players mentioned explicitly in the law too. By modifying the knowledge base and trying different alternatives we can see (predict) the different effects of these modifications.
Finadly we can select the best alternative (from the social security institute point of view).
This approach is much more important in the case of the Finances Act.
A Short Example
In Figure 1 . we will give examples taken from the knowledge base of the social security expert system. As even this demo system contains more than a hundred rules it was not possible to take a complete part which contains a deduction chain for a given question. The examples are given only to show how paragraphs of the law are formalized in our system. 
